
Melanie Friend: The Home Front, Impressions Gallery

Uniting three related photographic collections, Melanie Friend’s The Home Front at Impressions Gallery,

Bradford, explores the civilian experience of war. With a particular focus on public air shows that take

place at Royal Air Force bases, and in the skies above seaside resorts, the images are stark and objective

in their depiction of army-related activity. The first series details large beachscapes that are temporarily

militarised by the fleeting roar of fighter jets, whilst children and holidaymakers look up from below.

Nostalgia for World War II is evoked by the display of “warbirds” such as the Lancaster Bomber, whilst

contemporary jets such as the Tornado, recently deployed in Iraq and Afghanistan, also appear.

The second series exposes the public attraction of air shows. Frequently billed as a fun day out for the

family, Friend captures the humour and unease in scenes of visitors taking tank rides, handling weapons,

or trying on military uniforms. These air shows also offer opportunities for military recruitment and the

commemoration of past conflicts.

For the third series the photographer offers a rare glimpse into the environments of international arms

fairs and air show trade days, usually off-limits to the general public. Her images depict how military

technology and services are marketed and sold, from the latest drone aircraft and gold-plated automatic

weapons, through to special effects for simulated battle wounds.

Brought together in The Home Front the three different series reflect a variety of angles of warfare in a
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Review of Roads to Wigan Pier,
Impressions Gallery

First shown in October 1984, Roads to Wigan Pier

consists of the work of six then newly graduated

students. They took Orwell’s seminal work, The Road

to Wigan Pier as their starting point.

The Arbor

Clio Barnard’s exploration of playwright, Andrea

Dunbar’s life, combines reality with artifice in an

exciting new creation.

Eve Arnold to receive Lifetime
Achievement Award at Sony World
Photography Awards 2010

Uniting three related photographic collections,

Melanie Friend’s The Home Front explores the

civilian experience of war. The images are stark and

objective in their depiction of army-related activity.

controlled environment. Neither commenting on her findings or emphasising specific details, Friend is

able to portray an unusual scene where war is separated from violence and is instead viewed as a form

of entertainment.

Melanie Friend: The Home Front, until 23 November, Impressions Gallery, Centenary Square, Bradford,

BD1 1SD.

Credits

1. Living History group area, Biggin Hill, Kent, 27 June 2009 © Melanie Friend / courtesy Impressions

Gallery.
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